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Encapsulated droplet interface bilayers as a
platform for high-throughput membrane studies†
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Whilst it is highly desirable to produce artificial lipid bilayer arrays allowing for systematic high-content
screening of membrane conditions, it remains a challenge due to the combined requirements of scaled
membrane production, simple measurement access, and independent control over individual bilayer
experimental conditions. Here, droplet bilayers encapsulated within a hydrogel shell are output
individually into multi-well plates for simple, arrayed quantitative measurements. The aﬀorded
experimental throughput is used to conduct a 2D concentration screen characterising the synergistic
pore-forming peptides Magainin2 and PGLa. Maximal enhanced activity is revealed at equimolar peptide
concentrations via a membrane dye leakage assay, a finding consistent with models proposed from
NMR data. The versatility of the platform is demonstrated by performing in situ electrophysiology,
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revealing low conductance pore activity (B15 to 20 pA with 4.5 pA sub-states). In conclusion, this array
platform addresses the aforementioned challenges and provides new and flexible opportunities for high-
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throughput membrane studies. Furthermore, the ability to engineer droplet networks within each
construct paves the way for ‘‘lab-in-a-capsule’’ approaches accommodating multiple assays per
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construct and allowing for communicative reaction pathways.

Introduction
Artificial lipid bilayers have provided unique insight into the vital
functions of the cell membrane and the role of membrane
proteins in maintaining cellular function, as well as their evaluation as drug targets in disease.1,2 Whilst there are many reports of
lipid bilayer or liposome arrays, those that report the ability to
make quantitative functional measurements across a range of
experimental conditions are lacking by comparison. This is a
consequence of the need to tackle the combined challenges of
scaled membrane production, measurement access at scale, and
to provide control over individual bilayer experimental conditions.
The first membrane arrays3 made use of microfabrication
technologies to create patterned surfaces to demarcate multiple
individual supported lipid bilayer (SLB) patches. These approaches
rely on bilayer formation upon a solid support, limiting mobility
and insertion of trans-membrane components. Spacers of tethered
polymers, or surface assembled monolayers,4,5 have been used to
address this, but chemical access and solution volume remain
limited, and measurement access can be challenging. Alternative
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means to mitigate interaction with an underlying substrate have
been developed, including arrays of tethered vesicles creating
hundreds or thousands of bilayers for individual6 or ensemble
imaging.7–9 Whilst the measurement capacity has broken new
ground in single molecule measurements,10,11 high content
measurements to screen membranes under different conditions
remains challenging due to a shared common external environment. Microfabricated architectures have been developed for the
creation of arrays of suspended lipid bilayers,12–15 or the electroformation of swollen vesicles over apertures,16 to address the
twin challenges of mobility and access.
Droplet based approaches to lipid bilayer creation represent
an attractive means to more readily segregate and tailor experimental conditions. In this regard Droplet Interface Bilayers (DIBs),
formed by the contacting of aqueous droplets in oil in the presence
of lipid (Fig. 1),17 represent a useful approach for artificial bilayer
production. A number of microfluidic methods to produce large
numbers of DIBs have been reported.18–24 The ease of formation,
high stability, high electrical resistance25 together with potential
ease of droplet manipulation make them attractive candidates for
on-chip arrayed measurement.26,27 Automated approaches have
been used for the detection and characterization of pore forming
proteins.14,28 Devices for parallel formation of up to 16 DIBs
for either alternating29,30 or parallel31 electrophysiology recordings
have also been demonstrated.
Optical measurement methods arguably provide greater
opportunities to scale parallel measurements, as increasingly
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Fig. 1 Encapsulated droplet interface bilayers (eDIBs) are nested droplet
structures of water droplets in oil within a hydrogel shell. (a) Microfluidic
device employed to produce eDIBs.20 (b) (i) Image of eDIB containing
10 aqueous cores. These cores are dyed with sulphorhodamine B for
contrast. (ii) Diagram of an eDIB containing quenched calcein loaded
aqueous cores, showing the presence of droplet interface bilayers
between the internal cores as well as between the internal cores and the
hydrogel shell. Scale bar = 1 mm.

complex electronics are required to scale up electrophysiology
set-ups.32 Fluorescent measurements in arrays of 18 DIBs have
quantified ion flux and its inhibition through the membrane
protein pore a-Hemolysin.33 This approach has been further
scaled up, increasing temporal response34 and bilayer
density.32 A DIB-like approach has also been used to create
suspended bilayers over an array of micro-chambers35 for
optical measurement of transport through a-Hemolysin.36,37
These approaches have all employed a common aqueous
reservoir on one side of all membranes in the array, thus
trading-oﬀ individual bilayer segregation and chemical control
in favor of multiplexed optical access.
Whilst the benefit of microfluidics to scale DIB production
has been demonstrated, the systems reported to date require
the bilayers to be maintained on-chip,26,27,38 thus limiting their
accessibility without the use of sophisticated liquid handling
upstream and integration of measurement systems. We propose
the use of microfluidically prepared hydrogel encapsulated DIBs
(eDIBs),20 that can be output into standard multi-well plates
for subsequent arrayed experimentation and analysis at the
individual bilayer level. We previously demonstrated a microfluidic method for producing eDIBs which is employed in this
study, comprising a hybrid glass capillary/3D-printed microfluidic device with successive coaxial droplet generation geometries
(Fig. 1a). This device is able to produce DIB-forming aqueous
droplets within an oil droplet, itself encapsulated within a
hydrogel shell. Each encapsulated construct containing E10,
E200 nL aqueous droplets.20 This approach aﬀords the opportunity to contain, access and manipulate DIBs in a manner that
is compatible with common liquid handling and analytical
techniques, enabling the screening of large parameter spaces.
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The aﬀorded measurement throughput is demonstrated
here via the performance of a 2D concentration screen of the
antimicrobial peptides Magainin 2 (MAG2) and PGLa,39,40 from
Xenopus Laevis, thought to act on phospholipid membranes
and give rise to membrane pores or cause membrane
rupture.39,41–43 We employ a calcein de-quenching assay contained within the aqueous membrane bound compartments
of eDIBs to characterize membrane permeabilisation upon
exposure to a 2D concentration screen of both peptides
(6  64 conditions). In situ electrophysiology is also performed,
demonstrating the amenability of the array to different methods
of bilayer interrogation with differing, but complementary,
strengths of throughput and sensitivity respectively. These
experiments provide a dual route towards the characterisation
of the synergistic mechanism of these peptides using artificial
lipid membranes with single bilayer construct resolution, and
sufficient throughput to study the peptide cooperativity.

Results
Droplet microfluidics was used to form nested droplet structures
of water droplets within oil, encapsulated within a hydrogel
shell.20 The presence of lipid dissolved in the oil phase facilities
lipid monolayer self-assembly at the aqueous-oil interfaces.
Where these interfaces contact, between internal droplets,
and also with the hydrogel shell, lipid bilayers form (Fig. 1b).
These encapsulated Droplet Interface Bilayers (eDIBs) are selfsupporting and stable oﬀ-chip. The hydrogel shell provides
structural support whilst maintaining diﬀusive contact between
the lipid bilayers and the external environment (Fig. 1b). eDIBs
were exited from the microfluidic device directly into individual
wells of a 96-well plate (Fig. 2a). This format allowed pipette
access to each well enabling all eDIBs to easily be exposed to
diﬀerent conditions (Fig. 2b), as well as allowing for parallel
imaging or scanning using standard multi-well plate readers
(Fig. 2c) or scanning microscopes.
Calcein encapsulated within the aqueous cores of the eDIBs
at self-quenching concentrations (70 mM) was used to assess
membrane leakage. Upon bilayer permeabilisation, or rupture,
calcein can diﬀuse from the eDIB cores into the external
aqueous media. At these lower concentrations the dye dequenches and becomes fluorescent (Fig. 2b). Consequently,
any increase in fluorescence within the well is indicative of
bilayer permeabilisation or rupture. To demonstrate this, eDIBs
were exposed to increasing concentrations of surfactant
sodium dodecyl sulphate (SDS) (0–10 mM), a detergent known
to cause bilayer solubilization and stochastic pore formation at
sub-solubilizing concentrations.44 At concentrations above
4 mM a fluorescent response was detected due to bilayer leakage
or rupture (Fig. 2c).
Fluorescent plate-reader time course measurements
revealed two types of fluorescent leakage response of eDIB
membranes in the presence of SDS (8 mM) (Fig. 3). Either slow
leakage (Fig. 3a(ii)), indicative of bilayer permeabilisation and
calcein eflux through otherwise intact membranes, giving rise
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Fig. 2 Individually addressable encapsulated droplet interface bilayers (eDIBs)
in multi-well plate arrays. (a) (i) eDIBs in the outlet tube of their microfluidic
production device are output into individual wells of a multi-well plate (ii) side
view (left) and top-down view (right) of an individual eDIB within a plate well.
(b) eDIBs reside in aqueous buﬀer in the well which is in diﬀusive contact with
the encapsulated lipid bilayers enabling direct experimental additions to each
well to interact with the lipid bilayer. A mineral oil layer prevents evaporation
and allows storage. Self-quenched calcein (orange) within the internal aqueous
droplets of eDIBs fluoresces upon leakage. (c) eDIB array demonstrated with
fluorescent response in the well (yellow) to SDS induced bilayer permeabilisation upon exposure to increased SDS concentrations.

to a slow steady increase in fluorescence, or sudden critical
membrane rupture indicated by a sudden and saturating fluorescence increase (Fig. 3a(iii)). In contrast, eDIBs not exposed to
SDS displayed little or no change in fluorescence (Fig. 3a(i)). In
this way the stochastic nature of individual bilayer rupture or
leakage behaviours could be observed through the measurement
of single constructs in a way that is inaccessible with ensemble
vesicle leakage assays. In such ensemble vesicle measurements
it is challenging to disentangle the relative contributions of diﬀerent behaviors across large numbers of vesicles that collectively give
rise to the observed fluorescent response. Further characterisation
of eDIBs displaying non-rupturing behaviour in response to SDS
is shown in Fig. 3b via quantitative fluorescence measurement
(ESI† for callibration) of eDIBs exposed to 8 mM SDS and no SDS
(n = 8 for both conditions). On exposure to SDS a steady increase
in fluorescence is seen with time, indicative of the leakage of
calcein from the internal eDIB cores, likely as a consequence of
detergent bilayer permeabilisation (pore formation) without giving
rise to critical membrane failure. The measured variance in leakage
is likely due to the stochastic nature of bilayer pore formation by
detergents, which can give rise to stable leakage or stochastic
membrane failure (rupture) (Fig. 3a(iii)), which is measured here
at the single eDIB level. Higher detergent concentrations increase
the probability of membrane failure. Fig. 3c demonstrates the
ability to use the same system as a low-cost, readily scalable, digital
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Fig. 3 Fluorescence response from individual droplet interface bilayers
(eDIBs) in arrayed multi-well plate measurements. (a) Arrayed eDIBs measured by quantitative fluorescent plate reader either by well scanning
(imaging) or whole-well fluorescence providing spatial and temporal
fluorescence data on calcein leakage and membrane integrity. (i) intact
bilayers in eDIBs not exposed to SDS exhibit no appreciable change in
fluorescence (n = 8). In eDIBs exposed to 8 mM SDS two types of fluorescent
response are observed, either (ii) steady increase in fluorescence due to
calcein leakage through membrane pores, or (iii) rapid increase in fluorescence due to calcein leakage on bilayer rupture, reflecting the stochastic
nature of membrane pore formation and membrane failure (b) leakage of
calcein from individual eDIBs into the aqueous volume within a well, when
exposed to 8 mM SDS (red) and in the absence of SDS (black). The leaked
calcein concentration is calculated from fluorescence intensity calibration
(ESI†). (c) High content webcam simultaneous capture of individual eDIBs in
wells of 6  96 well-plates imaged under blue LED illumination.

response assay. The fluorescence response of individual membrane
rupture is easily detected via webcam or smart-phone camera
under blue LED illumination. Photobleaching was deemed to be
negligible due to low power illumination and high fluorophore
concentrations. Here 432 individual eDIBs are imaged simultaneously (Fig. 3c).
Quantifying synergistic action of two membrane poreforming peptides
Following validation of the approach with detergent mediated
membrane activity, the platform was applied to quantify the
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synergistic action of the antimicrobial pore-forming peptides
MAG2 and PGLa. These antimicrobial peptides form part of
the innate immune system of Xenopus Laevis, oﬀering antimicrobial action via membrane activity, in addition to reported
antifungal, anti-viral and anti-tutor properties of the peptides.39
The aﬀorded throughput of the eDIB array enabled a twodimensional concentration screen to evaluate the synergistic
activity of the two peptides at diﬀerent concentrations and
diﬀerent ratios (0.22 to 28 mM for each peptide) (Fig. 4a and b).
Membrane rupture probability was observed to increase
with increasing peptide concentration (Fig. 4a and b). A heat
map of this activity was constructed from the replicate data
(n = 6 for each condition) (Fig. 4b) which allowed construction
of a 2D activity map across peptide mixing ratios and total
combined peptide concentration (Fig. 4c). PGLa was found to

Soft Matter
be more active than MAG2 generating a more pronounced eﬀect
on eDIB membrane stability at concentrations above 3.5 mM.
The two peptides exhibited an enhancement in membrane
activity in combination, with this maximized at a 1 : 1 stoichiometric ratio (Fig. 4c). The ability to explore the 2D combinatorial
space enabled the determination of an eﬀective active dose (ED50)
plot (Fig. 4d) from the interpolated 2D map. In the ED50 plot
(Fig. 4d) the red tie-line illustrates the total peptide concentration
required to elicit a 50 per cent activity response across diﬀerent
peptide mixing proportions. The ED50 was found to display
maximal activity (B4 mM) at a 1 : 1 peptide ratio, with the ED50
concentration increasing to B8 mM for PGLa on its own, and
28 mM for MAG2 alone. The required peptide concentration to
elicit 50% activity is observed to decrease as the peptide mixing
proportions approach 1 : 1, indicating maximal synergistic activity

Fig. 4 Characterisation of the synergistic activity of the membrane pore forming peptides Magainin 2 and PGLa by a 2D-concentration screen array. (a)
Example eDIB 2D array screen of increasing Magainin 2 (rows) and PGLa (columns) concentrations with increased visible fluorescence response observed
due to rupture of the eDIB membranes containing quenched calcein and its subsequent dilution and dequenching in the external aqueous phase of the
well. The peptide concentrations are as shown in (b). (b) Activity heatmap of peptide activity across the 2D combinatorial space. Heatmap reflects the
proportion of eDIBs evidencing fluorescent increase associated with membrane rupture and calcein release (n = matrices of 64 conditions each, total
384 eDIBs, (a) constitutes one of such experiments). (c) Interpolated heatmap of relative activity with total peptide concentration (x-axis) and Magainin 2:
PGLa ratio (y-axis). PGLa is found to be more active than Magainin 2 in the eDIB DPhPC membranes, with the two peptides displaying synergistic activity
in combination, maximized at 1 : 1 ratio. (d) ED50 plot depicting the eﬀective total peptide concentration required to elicit 50% maximal response across
peptide mixing ratios. Maximal synergy at equimolar concentrations is consistent with the proposed direct stoichiometric interaction between Magainin 2
and PGLa in their combined mechanism of membrane activity.39
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at equimolar concentrations of the two peptide species. Such a
finding is suggestive of a direct stoichiometric interaction between
the two peptide species in a combined mode of action to bring
about their synergy, rather than the result of two simultaneous, but
independently acting mechanisms. These findings complement
those of others, where stoichiometric PGLa-Mag2 interaction has
been suggested following NMR measurements45 and molecular
modelling.46 Previous combined activity studies have not presented
exploration of both peptide ratio and concentration simultaneously
in order to elicit ED50 response profiles, however the titration
of the two species at a single fixed total peptide concentration
has found maximal activity at around 1 : 1 ratio in vesicle leakage
studies.42,43,47 corroborating our findings and demonstrating the
utility of the platform.
To complement the optical characterisation of activity, the
eDIB array platform was used to perform electrophysiology
measurements in situ (Fig. 5). A custom Ag/AgCl electrode was
used to pierce the eDIB alginate shell and access the internal
droplets of the eDIB. A second electrode was placed in the
external aqueous environment of the well (Fig. 5a and b).
Single-channel electrophysiology ion-flux measurements of
MAG2 and PGLa pore formation were made in eDIBs exposed
to both peptides at a 1 : 1 stoichiometric ratio (3.5 mM total),
performed within a select well of the array (Fig. 5c). This
condition was selected for being just under the bilayerrupturing concentration of peptides according to optical experiments. Under an applied potential ( 30 mV), pore-formation
was observed as step-like changes in conductance and
fluctuation between multiple conductance states measured in
an otherwise intact bilayer (marker represents no current B0 pA).
Some of these current states appear to be long-lived (10 s of
seconds), with measured current steps of 15 to 20 pA (Fig. 5c).
Fluctuations of conductance states of short-duration (100 ms
timescale) and of lower magnitude (B4.5 pA) were observed
within these periods (Fig. 5c exploded region and ESI†). Whilst
the structure of MAG2-PGLa pores remains unknown, such
behavior could be indicative of the presence of dynamic pores,
with these representing the major conductance states, and their
conductance modulated on the addition or loss of additional
dimeric Mag2-PGLa subunits, a model consistent with recently
postulated mechanisms based on NMR data.39

Discussion and conclusions
The platform described here represents a unique approach
for the formation of artificial lipid bilayer arrays by using
hydrogel-encapsulated bilayer-bound droplet networks as
individual, freestanding, membrane assay units. The ability to
produce artificial bilayers at scale using microfluidics, with
each membrane-unit being structurally rigid, yet able to
maintain diﬀusive communication with the surrounding
aqueous environment, means each can be output and individually manipulated. The experimental environment of each
eDIB can be individually tailored and the eDIB interrogated
with common laboratory equipment such as fluorescent plate-
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Fig. 5 Electrophysiology of Magainin 2 (1.75 mM) and PGLa (1.75 mM) pores
in eDIB membranes. (a) Electrophysiology can be performed in situ on
eDIBs in selected wells of the array. Custom Ag/AgCl electrodes are
inserted into internal aqueous droplets of eDIBs and placed in the external
well environment. (b) Top and side view of electrode insertion viewed in a
transparent 96-well plate. (c) Resultant single channel recording of
membrane spanning pores in eDIBs on exposure to Magainin 2 (1.75 mM)
and PGLa (1.75 mM) under an applied potential of 30 mV. Major, longlived, conductance states of B15 to 20 pA are observed alongside shortlived step-like fluctuations of lower magnitude (B4.5 pA). Histogram
analysis of measured conductance states over short and long timescales
is provided in the ESI.† Scale bars = 1 mm.

readers, automated microscopy platforms and liquid handling
systems.
This is demonstrated with the quantitative assessment of
the synergy of two membrane active pore forming peptides,
MAG2 and PGLa, in a 2D concentration screen with activity
assessed by parallel optical measurement in conjunction
with complementary ‘gold-standard’ electrophysiology on
individually selected eDIBs within the array, aﬀording opportunities for both high-throughput optical measurements and lower
throughput but more sensitive electrophysiology measurements.
eDIBs exposed to the peptides ruptured in a concentration and
ratio dependent manner, displaying no discernable leakage by
optical measurement prior to membrane rupture (ESI†). Whilst
we measure pore formation by electrophysiology, this disparity
could be due to the formation of pores that aren’t large enough
for the transfer of calcein, or that the rate of calcein leakage was
below the limit of detection of the optical methods employed
here via plate-reader measurements. It is likely that higher
resolution scanning optical microscopy approaches will aﬀord
greater measurement sensitivity, with single pore imaging
demonstrated in droplet interface bilayers with sophisticated
microscopy platforms.26,33
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PGLa was found to be more active than MAG2, with the
two peptides exhibiting an enhanced activity in combination,
maximised at a 1 : 1 stoichiometry. Previous studies using NMR
have suggested a synergistic mechanism via which surfacebound PGLa re-orients into a transmembrane position in the
presence of MAG2.45 This has further been supported by
peptide cross-linking studies,48 as well as vesicle leakage and
bacterial death studies.39 The aﬀorded experimental throughput
here enabled elucidation of a quantitative 2D activity map of the
two peptides, as well as the construction of a 50% eﬀective dose
(ED50) curve evaluating the influence of peptide concentration
and ratio simultaneously. The positive charge of the two peptides
(PGLa: +5, MAG2: +2) is thought to encourage electrostatic
attraction to negatively charged lipids in bacterial cell membranes.
A zwitterionic lipid, DPhPC, was used here as a benchmark lipid
due to its ability to form highly stable DIBs, which was necessary
due to the large number of DIBs employed in the study. Membrane
surface coverage of MAG2 has been observed for both negatively
charged (POPG) and zwitterionic (POPC) membranes,49 and SFG
spectroscopy revealed symmetry breaking for both lipid systems,
interpreted as potential membrane pore formation, in keeping with
the electrophysiology reported here with DPhPC. The relative
diﬀerence in peptide charge may explain the increased activity of
PGLa measured here in comparison to MAG2.
The high-throughput nature of the eDIB platform proves
the opportunity for a systematic screen of peptide ratios and
concentrations simultaneously, elucidating maximal synergy at
1 : 1 peptide ratio. The electrophysiology experiments reported
here demonstrate ion-flux across lipid bilayers when exposed to
a fixed concentration of peptides, attributed to the formation of
PGLa/MAG2 dynamic transmembrane pores. As such, analytical
methods reporting on average peptide configuration at the
membrane may not necessarily be representative of the peptide
configuration in active pores. The array methodology reported
here could help further elucidate the nature the peptide synergy
by aﬀording increased experimental throughput and individual
membrane addressability. Functional transmembrane proteins
have been widely reconstituted in DIBs50–55 and eDIBs,20 suggesting that similar studies may be performed on ion-channel
or receptor membrane proteins.
This platform demonstrates the potential of membranebased artificial cells for analytical applications. Whilst similar
well plate DIB arrays have been published oﬀering highthroughput electrophysiology recordings,28,30 the ability to carry
out both high-throughput optical and in situ electrophysiology
methods has not been demonstrated, and the use of freestanding
eDIB constructs oﬀers further experimental flexibility. The
opportunity for formation of membrane segregated internal
droplet networks may be used to facilitate more complex
compartmentalised chemistry in such measurement systems.
Furthermore, sophisticated liquid handling to tailor individual
droplet contents or create continuous reagent or bilayer
composition gradients will enable the prospect of additional
experimental variable parameter space as well as multiplexed or
multi-assay experiments. The ability to process large arrays
simultaneously via optical methods is however oﬀset somewhat
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by the relatively lengthy measurements performed here (up to
24 hours) in terms of sample throughput. However, miniaturisation of eDIB constructs is anticipated to increase assay
speed, in a similar manner to that demonstrated by Tonooka
et al.,32 where a 16-fold increase in assay speed was achieved
compared to previous comparable approaches by volume
reduction through miniaturisation.31 The free-standing nature
of eDIBs should also allow for post measurement handling, where
eDIBs could be extracted from wells for further processing,
sample recovery or storage. Given eDIBs are stable over prolonged
periods,20 it is feasible that pre-prepared assay plates could be
stored or shipped for routine use. As such, eDIB arrays represent a
promising approach at the intersection between high-throughput
lipid membrane studies and programmable ‘lab-in-a-capsule’
technology platforms.

Materials and methods
All reagents were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich except where
otherwise stated. Encapsulated Droplet Interface Bilayers
(eDIBs) were produced by microfluidic methods using a hybrid
3D-printed and capillary device as described in our previous
publication.20 The flow rates employed resulted in ca. 10 internal
droplets per construct and were employed as follows: internal
aqueous phase: 0.196 mL min 1; internal oil phase: 0.196 mL min 1;
alginate phase: 2.5 mL min 1; carrier oil phase: 6.67 mL min 1. eDIB
composition and assay: Aqueous inner cores comprised 0.5M
NaCl, 70 mM calcein, 10 mM HEPES pH 7. The central oil
phase comprised hexadecane:silicone oil AR20 (2 : 1) with dissolved 1,2-diphytanoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (DPhPC)
(4 mg mL 1). This solution was prepared by first dissolving
DPhPC in chloroform, followed by solvent evaporation under a
nitrogen gas stream and subsequent exposure to vacuum for
10 minutes. The resulting lipid cake was then dissolved in the
hexadecane:silicone oil AR20 mixture. Liquid alginate (2% w/v)
with suspended CaCO3 particles (75 mg mL 1) formed the outer
shell phase. This was gelled during the microfluidic production
process by the external droplet creating carrier mineral oil
phase containing 0.5% dissolved glacial acetic acid. This liberates Ca2+ from the suspended CaCO3 particles in the contacting
alginate phase, gelling the alginate.
Individual eDIBs were placed in wells of 96-well plates, with
each well containing 150 mL of aqueous buﬀer (450 mM NaCl,
10 mM HEPES pH 7) and covered with a B150 mL of mineral oil.
This helped prevent evaporation from the wells, enabled plate
storage and encouraged uniformity of interfacial meniscus and
eDIB positioning within wells. Stock solutions of Magainin 2
(Genscipt, USA) and PGLa (Generon, USA) (1 mM peptide, pH 7,
10 mM HEPES) were added directly into eDIB-containing wells
to perform the 2D concentration screen assay. Fluorescence
measurements were made by Fluostar Optima (BMG Labtech,
Germany) plate reader (485 nm excitation and 520 nm emission
filters) operating in either direct whole-well read mode or
spatially resolved well-scanning mode (15  15 pixels per well).
In the detergent mediated membrane leakage and rupture
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experiments a final concentration of 8 mM SDS was added
directly into eDIB containing wells. Following range finding
experiments 16 eDIBs were exposed to 8 mM SDS, the fluorescence data for the 8 non-ruptured eDIBs was plotted against 8
control eDIBs with no-SDS added (Fig. 3b). PGLa and Magainin II
activity was assessed by an endpoint of membrane rupture of
one or more of the 10 encapsulated droplet membranes, which
would give rise to a positive fluorescent response. Unlike SDS, no
passive leakage was observed by plate-reader detection as a
preceding eﬀect. Due to the binary nature of the fluorescent
response, experiments were conducted by imaging eDIB-filled
plates overnight and imaging using a commercial blue LED
lamp. Each peptide concentration combination was evaluated
on 6 replicate eDIBs and a 2D screen heatmap (Fig. 4b)
constructed to reflect proportion of eDIBs eliciting a positive
fluorescent response. Using Matlab 2018 (Mathsoft) this data
was plotted to reflect total peptide concentration and PGLa :
MagininII mixing ratio against observed activity (Fig. 4c). Interpolation of this 3D space to find the-tie line traversing 50%
maximal activity determines the total peptide concentration
eliciting a 50% maximal response across the range of peptide
mixing ratios. This was plotted as an ED50 plot (Fig. 4d) showing
the required total peptide concentration to elicit a 50% maximal
response across peptide mixing ratios.
Electrophysiology
Custom Ag/AgCl electrodes consisted of a tapered 1 mm internal diameter glass capillary (CM Scientific, UK) with 0.75 mm
length of exposed silver wire at the tapered end, sealed with
PDMS (ESI†). Using a micromanipulator, the electrodes were
inserted separately into the internal aqueous cores and the
alginate shell to probe the bilayer segregating the internal
droplet with the external well media. An Axopatch 200B
(Molecular Devices, USA) was used for voltage clamped current
measurements under an applied potential of 30 mV. Data was
acquired with WinEDR (University of Strathclyde) and analogue
filtered at 5 kHz. Electrophysiology traces were digitally filtered
post-acquisition with either a 1 kHz or 100 Hz low-pass filter.
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